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Abstract

The WWW is a ubiquitous, mature communication infrastruc-
ture for business and scientific information interchange. Since
1997, the Bavarian Archive for SpeechSignals (BAS) has been
developing and using web-based annotation tools for large-scale
speech databases. Recently it has developed an application for
recording speech via the WWW.

Both the annotation and the recording tools are now in-
tegrated into a web application for the Ph@ttSessionz speech
database collection project. The goals of Ph@ttSessionz are a)
to demonstrate the feasibility of WWW-based speech recording
and annotation, and b) to collect a database of 1000 adolescent
German speakers for the development of speech-driven applica-
tions and devices. The recordings are performed in more than
35 public schools all over Germany.

This paper will describe the recording and annotation soft-
ware and discuss the technical problems that had to be over-
come in the speech database collection.

1. Introduction
Since its beginning in 1990, the WWW has evolved into a ubiq-
uitous communication network, providing the basis for many
traditional and new commercial operations, personal and busi-
ness information interchange, and scientific collaboration.

In many scientific areas, the WWW has become an indis-
pensable tool for collaborative work. The decoding of the hu-
man genome, simulations of the life-cycles of stars in astron-
omy, or modelling the world’s climate require sharing of re-
sources, data and results, and the WWW has played an impor-
tant role here.

In the area of speech databases, the WWW offers unique
opportunities: for highly specialized data collections, e.g.
recordings of native speakers of endangered languages or
recordings that require extremely sophisticated technical setup
such as X-Ray Microbeam or 3D electro-magnetic articulogra-
phy, the few experts in the world can share their data indepen-
dently of their geographic location. For mass data, e.g. large-
scale speech databases for industrial speech technology devel-
opment, processing this data can be distributed to many differ-
ent sites to be performed in parallel.

Collaborative work was attractive in the late 1980s when
computing resources were limited [1]. However, the increased
storage capacity and processing power of modern desktop PCs
has reduced the need to share resources, and as a consequence,
most database creation and annotation tools in use today are
standalone tools, with little or no support for distributed or col-
laborative work [2, 3, 4, 5].

In recent years, however, collaborative work has been given

more attention again, but due to technical limitations it has fo-
cused on the annotation of speech. The BAS has been collecting
both small and large speech databases since 1995. The German
SpeechDat data collections of more than 6000 speakers were
the starting point for the development of Web-based annotation
tools [6, 7]. Since then, the BAS has continued the development
of these tools, and recently other labs have presented similar so-
lutions [8, 9].

In this paper, I will present the web based speech recording
tool SpeechRecorder and the annotation framework WebTran-
scribe. Both tools are incorporated into a speech database web
application used in the current speech data collection project
Ph@ttSessionz.

2. Technology
2.1. WWW

The WWW is a combination of four basic technologies: hy-
pertext, resource identifiers, markup languages, and the client-
server architecture. The communication protocol underlying
the WWW is the hypertext transport protocolhttp [10], uni-
form resource locators (URI) identify resources in the WWW
[11], and HTML, XHTML and XML are the most wide-spread
markup languages in use today [12, 13, 14].

2.2. Client-server architecture and the WWW

In a client-server architecture, a client requests data from a
server. The server either satisfies the client request by send-
ing a file from the local file system, a database management
system, or by calling external applications to compute the re-
quested data.

In the WWW, the client request is formulated as a URI.
Parameters to the client are encoded in the URI according to
the cgi-specification. The server returns either HTML pages
for browser display, or data to be interpreted either by plug-ins
within the browser or external viewer applications on the client.

In a web application, the server provides a set of services
in a given application domain, and the client provides a graph-
ical front end to these services. Just like in the WWW, client
and server communicate via http, but unlike in the WWW, the
client does not necessarily have to be a browser – it can be an
application dedicated to the given task.

Java Web Start is a technology to deploy platform indepen-
dent applications via the WWW. In Java Web Start, a client
downloads the application and registers it for execution in a
controlled run time environment. The application is then started
just like any other local application. The only difference is that
during startup it checks whether a new version is available on
the WWW. If so, then this new version is downloaded and ex-
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ecuted, otherwise the previous version. Thus there is no more
need to explicity distribute software to users – they receive it
automatically when using the application.

The major advantage of Java Web Start compared to applets
is that it is completely independent of web browsers. With ap-
plets, the many browser versions, the inconsistent support for
Java run time environments (JRE), and the various HTML stan-
dards for incorporating applets are a constant source of prob-
lems.

2.3. A new view on speech databases

A speech database consists of signal data, transcription and an-
notation data, and meta data. The transcription and annotation
describe the contents of the signal data, the meta data describes
the database structure, and contains information on the partici-
pants, the annotation schemes, the encoding formats, and doc-
umentation such as database specifications, validation reports,
etc. [15, 16, 17, 18].

The classical view of speech databases is that of aproduct:
creating a database is equivalent to building a product, using a
database requires purchasing or licensing the database; it is then
shipped to the customer either physically or electronically.

An alternative view, proposed here, is to regard a speech
database as aservice: a server provides the data storage, access
services, and data adminstration, and clients access the server
to either add to the database or extract information from it. A
speech database no longer is static – it evolves over time: it may
be extended by additional signal data, enhanced by additional
annotation levels, etc.

The client-server architecture is particularly well suited for
speech databases: the central server is responsible for the data
storage, and it offers access to its data in the form of services.
Clients request services from the server, and return their pro-
cessing results to the server. For example, recording clients
request prompt items from the server and return the recorded
signal data, annotation clients request the next item to be an-
notated and return the annotation text, and exploitation clients
request extracts of the database via search forms and display the
data (fig. 1).

Database
Storage

Speech Database Server

Record

Annotate

Exploit

Linguistic
Resources

Processing
Resources

WWW

Figure 1: A client-server architecture for speech databases

The client-server architecture allows a natural distribution
of resources and workload: shared resources such as signal and
annotation data, or lexicons, are held centrally, while process-
ing is distributed to the clients. New resources on the server,
e.g. updates to the lexicon, new annotation levels, etc., can be
made available to all clients immediately. For efficient and se-
cure storage, database management systems can be used on the
server. Furthermore, since all resources are held in one location,
access policies can be enforced to control access to the data.

Note that the concept of a database being a service is not
entirely new: corpus linguists have a long tradition of searching
and browsing large text corpora (cf. e.g. [19, 20, 21, 23, 22],
meta data has been online in the language agencies’ or world-
wide catalogs [24, 25, 26], and annotation systems based on the
web have been described in the literature [6, 7, 9, 27]. How-
ever, to my knowledge, a consistent and unified view of speech
databases in terms of web-based services has not yet been pre-
sented elsewhere.

3. SpeechRecorder
SpeechRecorder is an application for script-based speech
recordings [28]. Its major features are

• sophisticated recording script and fine-grain recording
protocol

• text, image and audio prompts

• multi-channel recordings local or via the WWW

• platform independence

• separate views for experimenter and speaker

In SpeechRecorder, recordings are organized in projects. A
project consists of a speaker database, a number of recording
sessions, and a given technical configuration.

3.1. Recording script and protocol

A recording session is divided into recording sections, each sec-
tion contains a number of individual recording items. A record-
ing section specifies the order in which the individual items are
recorded (sequentialor random), and how recording progress is
controlled (manual, autoprogress, or automatic).

The recording script is defined in a simple XML document
(fig. 2).

A recording is divided into four phases:

1. idle: system waiting for action command

2. prerecording: recording starts with inactive prompt

3. recording: recording with active prompt

4. postrecording: recording continues with inactive prompt

The phaseprerecordingis most commonly used to record envi-
ronment noise prior to the speaker’s voice, or to capture barge-in
speech.Postrecordingis used to record environment noise af-
ter the speaker has finished speaking, or to avoid truncating the
signal, e.g. due to premature click on the stop button.

The phasesprerecording, recordingand postrecordingare
governed by timers;recording can be terminated by user in-
teraction, e.g. mouse click. Each phase change is logged to a
recording log file automatically.

The current phase is displayed on the screen via a traffic
light (fig. 3).
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<!ELEMENT session
(metadata?, recordingscript)>

<!ELEMENT recordingscript
(section)+>

<!ELEMENT section
(nonrecording | recording)+>

<!ELEMENT nonrecording (mediaitem)>

<!ELEMENT recording
(recinstructions?, recprompt,

reccomment?)>

<!ELEMENT recinstructions (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT recprompt (mediaitem)>
<!ELEMENT reccomment (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT mediaitem (#PCDATA)*>

Figure 2: DTD for SpeechRecorder recording script; attributes
not shown

recording

modal prompt 

display

modal prompt 

display
active prompt display

idle prerecording recording postrecording idle

tlogi logi+1 logi+2 logi+3

Figure 3: SpeechRecorder recording phases

3.2. Prompts

SpeechRecorder currently allows three types of prompts: plain
or formatted text prompts, image prompts, and audio prompts.

Text prompts are used to elicit read speech, or to record
spontaneous responses to written questions, e.g. ”how did you
get here today?”. In text prompts, the standard character en-
codings of Java are supported, i.e. Unicode in UTF-8, UTF-16,
and the ISO-8859 encoding. Formatted text, e.g. HTML or
RTF documents, may be used to achieve specific layouts and to
highlight parts of the text, e.g. by color or font.

Non-text prompts are used where text prompts are not de-
sired, e.g. to elicit dialect speech, or when speakers cannot (yet)
read, e.g. to record children or illiterate speakers. Images are a
very powerful means of eliciting spontaneous speech.

Audio prompts may also be used to elicit free or non-
scripted speech, but also for ”repeat after me” speech or to
prime speakers.

Each prompt consists of an instruction to the speaker, the
prompt itself, and a prompt description visible only to the ex-
perimenter. This description helps the experimenter to check
whether the speaker has effectively produced the requested ut-
terance.

A prompt item can be preceded by a beep, and the record-
ing may be terminated via silence detection. Each recording is

written to a separate file, the name of which is specified in the
prompt item definition in the script. The durations of the prere-
cording, recording and postrecording phase are specified within
each prompt item.

3.3. Audio libraries and recordings

Java provides the powerfuljavax.sound.sampled API for
audio processing. Unfortunately, this API is quite complicated
to use, and it is not supported to its full extent on all platforms.
Furthermore, high-quality audio equipment often provides fea-
tures which are not accessible via a given platform’s implemen-
tation of javax.sound .

Hence, theipsk.audio interface was developed at BAS.
It is limited to the basic requirements of speech record-
ings, and it can be implemented using various audio APIs.
SpeechRecorder comes with a standardjavax.sound im-
plementation of the audio interface. An implementation using
ASIO drivers, which are standard for high quality studio au-
dio hardware, is available on the BAS web site [29]. With the
appropriate hardware, recordings with more than two channels
can thus be performed.

Recordings in SpeechRecorder are either made to the local
hard disk, or they are transferred via the WWW to a speech
server.

Recording via the Internet requires that a server is config-
ured to receive signal data from the client. SpeechRecorder
stores the recorded signals in a temporary buffer and uploads
the data. This upload is performed in a background process dur-
ing the recording session, so that the recordings within a session
can continue without having to wait for upload to complete.

To speed up the data transfer, the signal data is compressed
using the lossless compression scheme flac (free lossless audio
compression) [30]. For speech in a reasonably quiet environ-
ment, flac achieves compression rates of up to 50%.

3.4. Platform independence

SpeechRecorder was designed from scratch in a clean object-
oriented design. It is written entirely in Java, and it requires
version 1.4.2 or newer. As a standalone application it only re-
quires the JRE on the machine. When downloaded from the
WWW, the browser checks for the presence of an appropriate
JRE; if none is found, it is downloaded and installed on the
client (provided the necessary privileges are granted).

SpeechRecorder has been used successfully in a number of
recording projects, e.g. the BITS synthesis corpus recordings
(48 kHz stereo audio plus laryngograph signal) [31], on laptops
in mobile environments, e.g. in the car, and in clinical environ-
ments.

3.5. User interface

Speaker and experimenter have different views on the record-
ing data: a speaker needs to see only the prompt items and the
recording control to tell him when to speak. The experimenter
also needs to see a graphical signal display and level meter to
check the signal quality and level adjustment. Furthermore, he
needs to see the prompt item description and the list of all items
of a recording session.

SpeechRecorder features a speaker and an experimenter
view, and it supports and automatically recognizes multiple dis-
plays (fig. 4).

The user interface is localizable; localized versions exist for
German, English, French, Polish and Russian.
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Figure 4: SpeechRecorder experimenter and speaker screen

4. WebTranscribe
WebTranscribe is an annotation framework [32]. As such, it
implements the select-annotate-save cycle workflow:

1. selecta signal file to annotate,

2. annotatethe given signal, and then

3. savethe annotation on the server.

The client requests the data necessary for the annotation from
the server, and returns the annotation text to the server to be
included in the database.

4.1. Annotation editors

WebTranscribe provides only the core functionality, i.e. data
storage and access. The annotation functionality is provided
via annotation editors which are implemented as plug-ins.

An annotation plug-in consists of a graphical user interface
with an editor, usually a text or graph editor, and editing support
buttons that perform frequently used annotation tasks, e.g. con-
version from lower to upper case, or digit to string conversions.

The annotation editors register with the WebTranscribe
framework, and they are notified when the underlying data
model changes. Such a change may be the result of an editing
action in the editor, or a signal selection in the graphical signal
display. For a particular annotation task, multiple annotation
editors may be used within the same window: for example, the
annotation of SmartWeb recordings is performed using an ed-
itor for the orthographic transcript, and a second editor for an
enhanced annotation.

The annotation plug-in also performs a lexical consistency
check of the annotation text. Only if the text is formally correct
can it be saved to the database.

In its default configuration, WebTranscribe consists of an
info panel to display adminstrative data on the signal, a graph-
ical signal display, an orthographic transcription editor, and a
signal quality assessment panel (fig. 5). This configuration is
performed by the system administrator on the server; for clients,
no configuration is necessary.

Figure 5: WebTranscribe configuration with orthographic tran-
scription editor

Currently, annotation editors for orthographic SpeechDat-
type transcriptions exist for German, English, French, Spanish,
Russian and Hindi. Other annotation editors include an editor
for the markup of the German SmartWeb project [33], and for
the Münchner Versẗandlichkeitsprofil diagnostics tool [34].

4.2. TranscriptionObject Data structure

The main data structure for exchanging data between the server
and the client is theTranscriptionObject . It consists
of a reference to the signal, fields for administrative annotation
data (annotator name, time stamps, etc.), a list of annotation
items associated with the signal, and status information.

Initially, a signal that has not yet been annotated is trans-
ferred to the client with an empty default annotation. On the
client, the annotation text is entered into the annotation field;
any additional annotations of the same signal are appended to
the list of existing annotations.

When a transcription object is returned to the server, the ad-
ministrative data in the database is updated, and the annotations
are inserted into the database. The next matching signal data
and its associated annotations are then searched in the database
and transferred to the server.

The status information serves specifies which operations to
perform on the data: add or edit annotations, or view annota-
tions (e.g. for validation), or quit the application.

4.3. Implementation

WebTranscribe is implemented in Java 1.4.2 or newer and is
provided as a Java Web Start application. The server is an
Apache Tomcat server accessing a standard relational database
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system.

5. Ph@ttSessionz
Ph@ttSessionz (Phonetics at teenage-talk) is a project for
recording 1000 adolescent speakers to create a speech database
for speech technology development. The Ph@ttSessionz
recordings are performed over the Internet in public schools all
over Germany using the web application developed at BAS (fig.
6)1 [35, 36].

5.1. Database contents

The Ph@ttSessionz database is a superset of the German
SpeechDat telephone network speech database [37] and the
RVG database [38]. The material recorded consists of isolated
digits, formatted digit strings, e.g. telephone and credit card
numbers, numbers, money amounts, date and time expressions,
command phrases for PC operation, directory assistance names,
e.g. person, city and company names, and phonetically rich
words and sentences. Furthermore, speakers are asked to re-
spond to a few simple questions, e.g. ”What message do you
leave on the answering machine of a friend?”.

A recording session consists of three sections with a total of
125 items. The first section serves to acquaint the speaker with
the software, and it allows the experimenter to adjust the level
settings. The main section presents the items in random order,
and the software progresses automatically through the recording
script. The speaker may terminate a recording item by clicking
on the appropriate button.

In the final section, open questions are asked. These ques-
tions are designed to elicit colloquial speech with a regional
accent. The questions address topics the speakers are familiar
with, e.g. their favorite school subject, their last holidays or
some other interesting or funny event. By the time the speaker
reaches this section, he is familiar with the recording procedure,
and the speaking style is quite relaxed. The maximum recording
duration for the answers is 60 seconds.

5.2. Demographic coverage

Ph@ttSessionz is designed to cover all major dialect areas of
Germany (fig. 6) [39]. The speakers are between 13 and 18
years old, and the database is balanced by sex.

The following data is recorded for every speaker: age at the
time of recording, sex, size, weight, smoking habits, presence
of dental braces or piercings, mother tongue, federal state where
he entered school, and native language of mother and father.

The educational level of all speakers is secondary high
school (Gymnasium).

5.3. Recording equipment

To achieve a consistent signal quality, all recordings are per-
formed with a standard recording equipment consisting of a
Beyerdynamic opus 54 headset microphone, an Audio Technica
3031 desktop condenser microphone, and an M-Audio Mobile
Pre USB analog/digital converter (fig. 7).

The recording equipment is packaged into cases to be sent
to participating schools. 9 such cases were set up, 8 of them
were sent to recording locations, one remained in our lab for
testing purposes.

1Ph@ttSessionz is funded by the German Ministry of Research and
Technology under grant no. 01IVB01 (BITS)

Figure 6: Ph@ttSessions recording locations and dialect regions

The sample rate is 22.05 kHz with 16 bit linear quantization
and two channels, resulting in a data rate of 705.6 kBit/s.

5.4. Recruiting schools and speakers

In a first recruitment phase, high schools in larger cities
within the dialect regions were asked to participate in the
Ph@ttSessionz project. Initially we requested each school to
record 50 speakers, but this was quicky reduced to 30, and we
offered the school 200 Euro for the recordings.

Once a school agreed to participate, we scheduled the
recording period and sent the school preparatory material, i.e.
information leaflets for parents and pupils, registration forms,
and a contract. The school named a person responsible for the
recordings – this was often a teacher, or head of a special inter-
est group, e.g. the Internet group.

This person was responsible for recruiting pupils for the
recordings. Some schools allowed pupils to take part in the
recordings instead of regular lessons – surely an interesting al-
ternative for some –, while at other schools recordings took
place outside the regular lessons.

In the beginning it was very difficult to get schools to par-
ticipate in Ph@ttSessionz. However, once the first schools had
participated, we had showcases to present. Our team mem-
bers responsible for recruiting schools developed a guideline
for telephone recruitment of schools which proved to be useful
in standardizing communications with the schools.

It was particularly useful to contact local newspapers in par-
allel to the schools – the newspapers were interested in reporting
about a high tech project, and the schools were interested in get-
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Figure 7: Recording session with speaker and experimenter in
Erfurt

ting press coverage. Furthermore, we made the experience that
schools in smaller cities were more interested in participating
than those in larger cities.

5.5. Recording procedure

Prior to any production recordings, the experimenter at the
school had to test the recording setup. Only when this test was
passed successfully did recordings with pupils begin.

The experimenter logs in to the Ph@ttSessionz web appli-
cation. He then opens a new session via the menu and en-
ters the speaker data, submits it to the server and starts the
SpeechRecorder software.

SpeechRecorder fetches the prompt sheet for the current
recording session from the server and checks whether any items
from the current session have been recorded already. Once the
speaker is comfortable with the procedure and the recording
levels have been adjusted on the analog/digital converter, the
experimenter leaves the room and the recording proceeds auto-
matically without supervision.

A recording session takes approx. 25 to 30 minutes under
normal conditions. When all items have been recorded the ses-
sion is closed. The software continues uploading the signal data
until all data is transferred.

5.6. Infrastructure at BAS

For Ph@ttSessionz, a web application has been developed
through which all services are accessed [40]. This web applica-
tion distinguishes four classes of users:

1. thegeneral publicmay view the public pages only, i.e.
general information, press articles, a video demo of a
recording session, etc.

2. experimentersat a recording location may perform the
sine test, start recording sessions, and view the recording
statistics for their site

3. transcribersat BAS perform the orthographic transcrip-
tion of the recorded signal files using the WebTranscribe
application

4. administratorsmonitor the operation of the server, up-
date the server contents, e.g. with new scripts, compute
global statistics and select the sessions to be annotated.

All users except the general public must log into the web ap-
plication to access the services. A user can view who else is
logged in, and may exchange messages with the adminstrator.

The web application allows multi-user access. This is most
useful for online monitoring of recordings, especially at loca-
tions where the first recordings are just starting. The BAS ad-
ministrator can immediately check incoming signals for their
quality (signal level, noise, etc.) and contact the remote experi-
menter in case of problems.

The Ph@ttSessionz web application is implemented using
Java Server Pages technology on an Apache Tomcat server us-
ing the PostgreSQL relational database system on a standard
Linux PC.

5.7. Problems

To test the technology, field tests were performed in two
schools in Munich (Oskar-von-Miller-Gymnasium OvMG) and
Geretsried near Munich (Gymnasium Geretsried GG). During
these field tests, a number of technical problems were encoun-
tered [41].

5.7.1. Corrupted signals

At OvMG, signal files showed dropped frames at irregular in-
tervals. We suspected that either the processing power of the
recording PC was not sufficient, or that there was some incom-
patibility between the operating system, the Java runtime en-
gine, the USB drivers and the audio hardware.

We thus set up a test machine at our lab that consisted of an
old 400 MHz PC with a slow network card (ISDN) and a mod-
ern Windows XP operating system. However, even this weak
machine was sufficiently powerful to perform the recordings
without problems.

We then tested different combinations of Windows operat-
ing systems, Java versions and USB drivers, i.e. either the built-
in default USB audio drivers, or the M-Audio drivers. Again,
the result was inconclusive.

To at least detect dropped frames we thus developed the sine
test, which had to be performed by every recording site. In this
test, a sine wave produced by the PC was recorded via the USB
analog/digital converter. At our lab, we examined the recorded
signal using a sonagram to visually detect corrupted signals.

Furthermore, we recommended that all sites update their
operating system with the latest software patches which we in-
cluded on a CD, together with the M-Audio USB drivers.

5.7.2. Slow data transfer

The data rate of 705.6 kBit/s is higher than the upload speed
of normal DSL connections (128-384 kBit/s). Thus, data trans-
fer took longer than recording the signals. In the first version
of SpeechRecorder, a new item could only be recorded when
the signal data of the previous item had been uploaded to the
server, leading to recording sessions that were much longer than
planned.

We modified the software to buffer the recorded signals and
to proceed with the recording session while data transfer was
running in the background. We hoped that the time between
sessions would be sufficient to upload the data of the previous
session. For some schools, this worked fine, but other schools
had a very tight recording schedule, and they could not wait
between sessions.

In order to avoid having to wait, some experimenters sim-
ply started a new session. Although the web application did
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not allow starting a new session while the upload of the pre-
vious session was still under way, some experimenters found
a workaround to avoid this restriction: they simply used the
”back” button to return to the speaker form, entered new speaker
data and started a new session. However, SpeechRecorder had
only one buffer, and as a consequence the new recordings would
overwrite the contents of the old buffer, leading to corrupt
recording sessions.

SpeechRecorder was thus modified again to assign a sep-
arate buffer to each recording session. New sessions could
be started any time, so that recordings would now proceed
smoothly. At the end of a recording day, the experimenter had
to delay system shutdown until all data was uploaded.

Other factors affecting the data transfer rate were firewalls,
which very often were not administered by the schools but
by external companies (e.g. at OvMG and GG). If the fire-
wall caused significant delays, and if its settings could not be
changed by the school, we aborted the recordings at this site.

Finally, early versions of Java 1.5 sent data packets repeat-
edly through firewalls, each time with different certificates. For-
tunately, this problem disappeared with later releases of Java
1.5.

5.8. Current status

Production recordings started in April 2005. By end of March
2006 we have reached 684 speakers from 33 schools (exluding
the field tests at OvMG and GG). A total of 87.800 items have
been recorded so far.

Transcriptions have started in January 2006, and by end of
March we have transcribed more than 16.000 utterances, com-
prising more than 11 hours of speech.

The transcription of the short read items is quick – very
often one needs to listen to the signal only once, and then auto-
matically convert the prompt text into its string representation
using an editing button, e.g. from ”1 2 3” to ”eins zwei drei”,
select the appropriate signal fragment, and enter an assessment
of the signal quality.

Longer items, such as long digit strings, sentences or the
spontaneous speech, are more difficult to transcribe. They often
contain hesitations such as ”uh”, speaker noises such as laugh-
ter, lip smacks or breathing, or mispronunciations.

Table 1 gives preliminary results for the annotation of the
Ph@ttSessionz recordings. Note that for the read items, i.e.
sentences, spellings, digit strings and isolated digits, annotation
times of more than 10 minutes were discarded from these calcu-
lations because they are artefacts: the annotators did not close
the annotation session when they left their terminal for a break.

type code segment annotation
length time

spontaneous responseY1-Y3 00:11.35 02:26.77
read sentences 43-72 00:02.74 00:17.93
spelling L1-L9 00:04.69 00:18.54
credit card no. C1-C3 00:07.25 00:28.49
10 digit string B1-B3 00:05.36 00:21.34
single digit 01-10 00:00.73 00:09:70

Table 1: Average segment lengths and annotation times for a
subset of the Ph@ttSessionz speech database

6. Conclusions and Outlook
We have shown that speech databases can be viewed as a ser-
vice, accessible via the WWW. The web and its technologies,
namely Java Web Start and web applications, are mature, stable
and sufficiently powerful for the demands of recording, anno-
tating and exploiting speech databases.

Recording speech via the WWW allows geographically dis-
tributed high-bandwidth recordings, and thus is a viable alter-
native to inviting speakers to come to a lab, or to visit speakers
with a team of experimenters. In fact, with web-based record-
ings entirely new speaker populations can be accessed, e.g. pa-
tients in hospitals, children in pre-school, office workers in their
normal working environment, or even people at home – all that
is needed is a reasonably fast Internet connection.

Web-based annotation also offers unique opportunities –
flexible and simultanous access to shared data, immediate up-
date of the central resources, scaleable distribution of workload
and platform independence.

Current work at BAS involves a redesign of the
SpeechRecorder recording script definition language to allow
for more flexibility and improved ease of use, the implemen-
tation of a recordings script editor and improved logging. For
WebTranscribe, new editor plug-ins are being developed. The
internal data model of annotations will be extended to allow
true multi-level annotations, either time-aligned or with sym-
bolic references.
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